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Abstract 

GeneticsLand is a genetic data management and visualization system that helps users explore 
large public and private datasets, allowing scientists to more readily power their research. 
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OVERVIEW 

The GeneticsLand data service contains datasets retrieved from several public projects including TCGA (The Cancer 

Genome Atlas), ICGC (International Cancer Genome Consortium), and the Genome-Wide Repository of Associations 

between SNPs and Phenotypes (GRASP). GeneticsLand is focused on variant level information, including both 

sample-level genotypes and variant association summary statistics (e.g. GWAS).  

Everything in GeneticsLand is allele standardized, meaning the entire collection is reported on the same strand of 

the same genome build, solving the problem of cross project comparisons. Additionally, each variant is annotated 

with a customizable list of sources including: dbSNP, 1000 Genomes, ClinVar, Conservation, ESP6500, gnomAD, GTEx, 

GWAS catalog, GWAVA, Haploreg, RegulomeDB, UK10K, Wellderly, and TCGA germline frequencies. 

 

GERMLINE CANCER COLLECTION 

The Germline Cancer Collection contains genotypes from normal tissue samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas 

(TCGA). The data was processed using GATK best practices for Germline SNPs + Indels genotyping. Access to this 

collection requires approval through dbGaP (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap). This collection can be used for 

exploring germline cancer risk in different cancer subtypes and is good for answering questions like: Does my variant 

of interest increase risk of cancer? Are there more potentially causal rare variants in my gene in cancer type A than 

type B?  

GXL.TCGA 

TCGA samples were sequenced using whole exome sequencing methods. These resultant GRCh37 BAM files from 

normal tissues were obtained and genotypes were determined using joint genotyping methods.  

Data source: https://gdc.cancer.gov/ 

• 11,865 normal tissues from 33 cancer types with whole exome sequencing data; based on BAM files 

downloaded from TCGA 

GXL.TCGA_WGS 

Selected TCGA samples were additionally sequencing using whole genome sequencing methods as part of the 

PanCancer Analysis of Whole Genomes (PCAWG). The whole genome sequencing BAM files were obtained from the 

International Cancer Genome Consortium data portal. After processing, the genotypes were lifted from GRCh37 to 

GRCh38, so there are two Lands available (GxL.TCGA_WGS_B37 and GxL.TCGA_WGS_B38). 

Data source: https://dcc.icgc.org/ 

• 885 normal tissues from 23 cancer types with whole genome sequencing data; based on BAM files 

downloaded from ICGC 

 

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/
https://dcc.icgc.org/
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PIPELINE 

OmicSoft's strategy is to use the most current GATK best practices for Germline SNPs + Indels genotyping. Our 

pipeline is based on GATK’s joint genotyping approach implemented in Sentieon’s DNAseq product.  

• Downloaded BAM files had been mapped to GRCh37, with PCR duplicates marked 

• Indel Realignment (--algo Realigner) 

• Base quality score realignment (BQSR) (--algo QualCal) 

• Variant calling (--Haplotyper) 

o GxL.TCGA_WGS was processed using a sex aware pipeline. For females, the X chromosome was 

processed as diploid and the mtDNA was processed as haploid. For males, the PseudoAutosomal 

Regions (PAR) were processed as diploid, while the remaining portions of the X and Y 

chromosomes and the mtDNA were processed as haploid 

• Joint genotyping (--alog GVCFtyper) 

• Variant quality score recalibration (VQSR) (--algo VarCal, --algo ApplyVarCal), a sensitivity threshold of 99.9 

was applied 

• Variants with a GQ<4, DP<1, ALT=*, and F_Missing=1 were removed  

 

ASSOCIATION COLLECTION 

Genetic association analyses can be used for human disease and trait gene mapping. Generally, comparison with 

many related associations can provide further evidence that a region is causal. However, a problem with association 

analysis results is the lack of standardization in file format, reference strand, and effect alleles. For this collection, 

we have standardized the association results to allow for cross-project and cross-phenotype comparisons and 

enabled association-specific views to help with the exploration of these results. This Land can be used to ask 

questions like: What phenotypes is my gene associated with? Is my trait-associated variant also related to any 

disease phenotypes? Does my risk allele have the same effect across related diseases? 

GXL.ASSOCIATIONS_B37 

The GxL.Associations_B37 Land focuses on genome-wide association (GWAS) results for human diseases and traits. 

The latest collection includes the following broad trait categories: 

 

Addiction Emphysema Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) 

Adipose-related Endometrial cancer Oral cancer 

Adverse drug reaction (ADR) Environment Oral-related 

Age-related macular degeneration 
(ARMD) 

Epigenetics Ovarian 

Aging Epilepsy Ovarian cancer 

Alcohol Esophageal cancer Pancreas 

Allergy Eye-related Pancreatic cancer 

Alzheimer's disease Female Parkinson's disease 
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) Gallbladder cancer Physical activity 

Anemia Gallstones Platelet 

Aneurysm Gastric cancer Pregnancy-related 

Anthrax Gastrointestinal Prostate cancer 

Anthropometric General health Pulmonary 

Arterial Glaucoma Radiation 

Arthritis Graft-versus-host Rectal cancer 

Asthma Grave's disease Renal 

Atrial fibrillation GxE Renal cancer 

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD) 

Hair Reproductive 

Autism Hearing Rheumatoid arthritis 

Behavioral Heart Salmonella 

Bipolar disorder Height Schizophrenia 

Bladder cancer Hepatic Sickle cell anemia 

Blood cancer Hepatitis Skin cancer 

Blood pressure HIV/AIDS Skin-related 

Blood-related Hormonal Sleep 

Body mass index Huntington's disease Smallpox 

Bone cancer Imaging Smoking 

Bone-related Immune-related Social 

Brain cancer Infection Stone 

Breast cancer Inflammation Stroke 

Calcium Influenza Subclinical CVD 

Cancer Kidney cancer Surgery 

Cancer-related Leukemia Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) 

Cardiomyopathy Lipids Testicular cancer 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) Liver cancer Thrombosis 

Celiac disease Lung cancer Thyroid 

Cell line Lymphoma Thyroid cancer 

Cervical cancer Male Treatment response 

Chronic kidney disease Melanoma Tuberculosis 

Chronic lung disease Menarche Type 1 diabetes (T1D) 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
(COPD) 

Menopause Type 2 diabetes (T2D) 

Cognition Methylation Ulcerative colitis 

Colorectal cancer Mood disorder Upper airway tract cancer 

Congenital Mortality Urinary 

Coronary heart disease (CHD) Movement-related Uterine cancer 
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C-reactive protein (CRP) Multiple sclerosis (MS) Uterine fibroids 

Crohn's disease Muscle-related Vaccine 

CVD risk factor (CVD RF) Musculoskeletal Valve 

Cystic fibrosis Myasthenia gravis Vasculitis 

Dental Myocardial infarction (MI) Venous 

Depression Narcotics Vitamin 

Developmental Nasal Weight 

Diet-related Nasal cancer Wound 

Drug response Neuro  

 

Primary data source: https://grasp.nhlbi.nih.gov/Overview.aspx 

Wiki: http://www.arrayserver.com/wiki/index.php?title=CuratedGWAS 

GxL.Associations_B37 contains: 

• Over 200 million variant associations from 7,407 analyses 

 

PIPELINE 

OmicSoft processes association summary statistics using an internal pipeline that performs allele standardization, a 

key feature of GeneticsLand, ensuring that all genetic associations are reported on the reference strand of the same 

genome build and that the effects (e.g. betas, ORs, HRs) are always given as the alternative allele versus the 

reference-regardless of the original input format. This allows for much easier cross study comparisons.  

For studies that provide two alleles and an effect size, we use the following pipeline: 

• Determine strand 

o Used Informative SNVs (non-A/T, C/G) 

o Calculate % on reference strand 

o if > 97%, assume all variants reported on reference strand 

• Flag (and keep) ambiguous alleles using the "Uncertain" column 

o If reference strand assumption met- informative SNPs on non-reference strand: Uncertain = 

EffectDirection 

o If reference strand assumption not met- non-informative (A/T,C/G) SNVs: Uncertain = 

EffectDirection 

o Regardless of reference strand assumption- alleles do not match genome reference: Uncertain = 

TwoNonRefs 

• Standardize the effects to always compare the ALT allele vs the REF allele 

o Set model reference = REF and model effect allele = ALT 

o Invert effect (beta, OR, HR) and other relevant columns when necessary so results are always 

shown in the same orientation in Land 

• Perform calculations 

o If SE is provided, calculate confidence intervals 

https://grasp.nhlbi.nih.gov/Overview.aspx
http://www.arrayserver.com/wiki/index.php?title=CuratedGWAS
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o Calculate OR for binary outcomes 

For studies that only provide an rs id, we use the following pipeline: 

• If the rs id is in dbSNP 147 

o Write REF and ALT alleles given by dbSNP 

o Set Uncertain = EffectAllele to indicate the alleles are being inferred  

• If rs id not found in dbSNP 147 

o Set REF to genome reference base and ALT to N 

o Set Uncertain = EffectAllele to indicate the alleles are unknown  

 

REFERENCE COLLECTION 

GXL.1000G_B37 

The 1000 Genomes Project aimed to create a large database of human variation and genotypes from different 

populations. This Land can be used to lookup allele frequencies across different geographic regions. 

Data source: www.internationalgenome.org 

GXL.1000G_B37 contains:  

• Genotypes for the 2,535 subjects from 18 different countries in the final (phase 3) population from the 

20130502 release 

• DNA and subject attributes organized per CDISC conventions 

http://www.internationalgenome.org/
https://www.cdisc.org/

